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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

March 27, 1964

To:

From:

University Faculty
John N. Durrie, Secretary

My memorandum of March 23, relative to nominations for

the Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee, noted that
the next meeting of the Faculty would be on April 13.
This is incorrect.
April 14.

The meeting will be held on Tuesday ,
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

April 8, 1964
All Members of the Faculty

To:

From:

John N. Durrie, Secretary

Subject:

April Meeting

The April meeting of the Faculty will be held on Tuesday ,
April 14th, in Mitchell Hall 101 at 4:00 p.m.
The agenda will include the following items:
1. Election of eight members and five alternates
to the 1964-65 Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee.
(The five candidates receiving the highest number
of votes will serve for two years (1964-66 ); the
three receiving the next highest number will serve
as regular members for one year (1964-65); the five
receiving the next highest number will serve as
alternates for one year (1964-65.) The following
nominations were made at the March 17th meeting
and are included in this agenda at the stipulation
of the revised policy. Since no additional
nominations were submitted to the Secretary "at
~east ten days before the scheduled election meeting", this is the final list of nominees.
Baughman (English)
May (Civil Engineering)
Blum (Mathematics}
Mayer-Kalkschmidt (Math )
Crawford (Sec. Educ.)
Newman (Anthropology)
Freedman (English}
Norman (Psychology)
Dabney (History)
Schroeder (Home Economics )
Goode (Bus. Admin . )
Stahl {Pharmacy)
Green (Physics)
Weihofen (Law)
Hamilton (Economics)
Woodhouse (Sociology}
Keller (Music)
Wynn (English)
Keppers (Ed'l. & Adrnin.Serv.)Zintz (Elem. Educ.)
Lewis (Mathematics)
(NOTE: The tenure notification date of Profe7sors
Bundy and Cottrell , who were also nomina~e~, 15
not until July 1, 1964, so they are ineligible for
election at this time. Professor Lopes, also
nominated, wished to have his name withdrawn.)

2. Reconsideration of Student Standards Policy and
revised statement of functions and duties of the
Student Standards Committee -- Professor Swihart f o r
the Policy Committee.
(Statement attached. )
3.

Recommendation regarding smoking regulations
Professor Swihart.
(Statement attached.)

4. Recommendation of the Graduate Conunittee
concerning honorary degrees at the Fine Arts Center
dedication.

Also enclosed: Summarized minutes, March 17 , 1964.

I, I

..
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Faculty Meeting
April 14, 1964
{Summarized Minutes)
The April 14, 1964, meeting of the University Faculty was called
to order by President Popejoy at 4:05 p.m., with a quorum present.
The following elections were made to the 1964-65 Academic
Freedom and Tenure Committee: For two years -- Baughman,
Crawford, Dabney, Newman, Norman: for one year as regular
member -- Keller, Keppers, Woodhouse: for one year as
alternate -- Goode, Green, May, Schroeder, Zintz.

At the March 17, 1964, meeting, a proposed Student Standards
policy was presented to the Faculty. Approval by a narrow
margin was followed by a decision to reconsider the policy
at the next meeting. Professor Swihart, for the Policy
Committee, thereupon reintroduced the policy statement,
together with a statement of the functions, duties, and
composition of the Student Standards Committee. These
statements were approved by the Faculty.
The Faculty considered a series of three recommendations
concerning smoking, presented by Professor Swihart as
follows:
1. That the 1949 Faculty action regarding smoking
be replaced by a regulation that smoking be prohibited
in classrooms and laboratories at all times:

2. That the Chairman, when presenting the issue.to
the Faculty, suggest as means of keeping this regul~tion
b7fore the Faculty that the Administration place suitable
~lg~s of some permanence in classrooms and that th7
.
tolicy Committee would ask the Secretary of the univer~it~
0 send a memorandum to each faculty member at the beginning
of each year indicating the regulation;

7

.3. That the Faculty recommend hat c~ga 7ette vending
achines be removed from all University buildings.

m

Recommendation #1 was approved by the Faculty, with the
amendment that the word II teaching 11 be inserted ahead of the
word II laboratories. 11 It was understood that reg':1lations
concerning meetings of outside groups in Univ~rsity class~ooms would be established by the Administration..
.
t~comrnendation #2 was approved without formal motion~ with
.e suggestion by the President that it be recorded in the
~~nutes as a statement by the Policy committee. Recommenda"lon #3 was approved with the amendment that the wor~s
N!nd th~t the sale of cigarettes be prohibi~ed al~o in the
ou~ Mexico Union II be added.
President Pope JOY pointed
a .t~at a faculty-student committee serves as a~
t~inistrative board for the operation of the union, and
th~t a decision regarding the amendment would be up to
ls committ ee.

Dean Parish, for the Graduate Committee, recommended that
additional honorary degrees at the June Commencement be
conferred as follows: John Fischer, Editor-in-Chief of
Harper's Magazine -- Doctor of Letters; Lulu Wolf Hassenplug,
Dean of the School of Nursing, u.c.L.A. -- Doctor of Science.
These recommendations were approved. Dean Parish also
recommended the awarding of honorary degrees at the Fine
Arts dedication as follows: Rene d'Harnoncourt, Director
of the Museum of Modern Art, in New York -- Doctor of Fine
Arts; Ernst Krenek, composer -- Doctor of Fine Arts. These
recommendations were also approved.
Professor Riebsomer, Chairman of the curricula Committee,
presented a brief report outlining the committee's functions.
The meeting adjourned at 5:30 p.m.

John N. Durrie, Secretary

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
RACULTY MEETING
April 14, 1964
The April 14, 1964 meeting of the University Faculty
was called to order by President Popejoy at 4 : 05 p . m. ith
a quorum pre sent.
PRESIDENT POPEJOY : The first item on the agenda h
to do with the election of eight members and five alt rnates to the 1964-1965 Academic Freedom and Tenure Comm·ttee . Mr . Durrie will explain the election procedur

MR . DURRIE : The duties of the Academic Freedom and
Tenure Committee were discussed and specifically approved
at the March nomination meeting, and the term of ervic
~re outlined in today ' s agenda . So I don't see any point
in going over those again . The revised policy calls for
t~e election of regular members and alternates by a
single preferential ballot at the meeting immediatel
following the nomination meeting . The ballots were distrjbuted at the door and you are asked to indicate your pr fer~nce by a number preceding the name of each of the 21
nominees . Now, before you start filling them in
hav
made a mistake and Professor Blum informs me he is ineligible, being a department chairman which he will_be
next year so his name should be stricken from the list .
Your first choice number 1 second choice, number 2 an
s~ on through 20 . ' It is no~ 20 instead of 21, so ·r you
w111 please fill out your ballots .
PR SIDENT POPEJOY :

There is a question back here .

ME~IBER :
It is my understanding that Dave Hamil ton in
Economics will be a department chairman next year .

PR

IDENT POPEJOY :

PROF . SWIHART :

He would be an acting chairman .

That doesn't make any difference?

Does it make a differe~kce ~~ ;ar
Policy c ommittee is concerned? Should we stri e im.
PR SIDENT POPEJOY :

s

PROFES OR SWIHART : If that is true then his name should
be stricken. May we cross him out?

Election
of
Academic
Freedom
and Tenure
Commi tee
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MR. DURRIE: I think, unless you renumbered them it w uld
be quite complicated unless--are we crossing out Profes r
Hamilton because that would then make it 19. Is anybod
here to confirm or deny the rumor that he will bed partm nt
chairman?
PRESIDENT POPEJOY: This matter has not been brought
to my official attention. Let me say, however that h
will be a s~tisfactory chairman--acting chairman but I
am not prepared to say that he has been approach din
regard to this matter, or whether the decision has be n
reached at the college leve 1. Is Morris Hendrickson here?
Do you have the inside story on this matter?

• •

'

.

ME}IBER:

No, I only have the departmental story.

PROFE SOR SWIHART: If he would be elected it would be
a simple matter if he did become chairman to hold an
election .
MR . DURRIE: Dale, what we would normally do in th t
case is take the next one on the list and remove him
after the balloting would be completed. I think it w ul<l
be safer to include Professor Hamilton. If he is not 1·gible we will cross him off afterward •
. PRESIDE. T POPEJOY: Any other questions? We mov
item 2, Reconsideration of Student Standards Policy
Professor Swihart.

to

PROFESSOR SWIHART : As I understand from Professor Euban
our position here is that the motion upon which th re
~as a second, to reconsider has now come before us. It
is then unnecessary for me to again move, a~ I ~id last
mon~h that the Student Standards Policy, which is at~ached
again to this month's agenda be approved. I would like t
go over again for a very short time, the background of
the policy as it is presented to you. The present student
standar~s policy is pretty well contained in the ~tatement
of.functions and duties of Student Standards Committee
which is very short and which I would like to read to you
at Present. This is the statement: The Student Standards
Conunittee is a hearing board for discipli~arf m~tters
concerning the student community except d1sc1p~inary
matters subject to the jurisdiction of the Radio and Stu~ent Publications Boards. Cases may come before the.
ommittee on the motion of any member of the University
~onununity. Any student who feels that he has been~~Ustly disciplined by any other campus board ~r committee
r by an official of the University has the rig~t to
appeal to the Committee. The Committee may affirm or
~everse disciplinary action already taken. I~ cases
he~e action has not yet been taken, the Committee ma
fecide whether disciplinary action should be taken, and
f so, the extent of it. Decisions of the Committee ma

S udent
S andards
Policy
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be appealed to the President of the University by an
of the parties involved. As you will note on the f·r
page of the proposed policy, this jurisdiction t tern
has been amended in one way, and that is to add to th·
statement of jurisdiction, you will note the first prtion of this two factors: 1. What could happen wh n
there is a division on the committee. That's bench n ed
as indicated in the last two sentences of the first par
graph; and secondly, there has been on-campus, off-campus
division in terms of jurisdiction of the committee. Th
reason for this split in jurisdiction was to try to rriv
at some basis for the committee, which would corre pond
to a jurisdiction yardstick which might be used when a
ca-se heard on appeal in the President's office n
1 o
to try to reach some kind of conclusion about wh t
rt
of cases should come before the committee. Secondl, th
jurisdiction as it presently is before the tudent 't nd r
Committee and which is retained in the policy which js
here for your approval today, is established to h ndl
number of kinds of cases. The Dean of Men, for ex mpl,
oftentimes--and the majority of cases heard by th C mm ttee, wants to bring the individual student dir ctl t
~he Committee so that there can be, at that time, if th r
is going to be any kind of punishment imposed on th
tudent, a punishment imposed directly by th committ e,
opposed to setting some sort of conclusion to the c e
whether it be penalty or otherwise, prior to brin in it
to the committee or prior to having an appeal. The c mm
tee also has been serving as a place where an ppeal r
a decision from Dean of Women or appeal from an in truetor ~an be taken by the student, but in both .ays thi
.
committee should be operative. Dean of Men w1she to br ng
a case originally · before the committee it should be there
for his use and also it should serve an appellate func~ion which is if there is some penalty imposed by som
individual at the university, there should be a plac for
appeal. Ultimately, the appeal structure as pre~ently s
from this committee into the office of the President.
Last year the Policy Committee, after hearing a number of
Problems felt that in the general framework of what the
committe~ was doing we needed to reach two points. One!
how could we arrive at some kind of statement of operatin
Procedures which would help the committee decide cases.
A number of problems were raised concerning the -1ay the
cases were taken before the committee. Before some of th
members of the committee, the personnel dean su~gest!d
it would be helpful if the committee from the fi~st ins ant
that the case was before it should have some notion bout
how we should proceed, what should be our func~ion when
the case gets to it? Our attempt was, by settin up n
ad hoc committee was that committee was that com.mitt
to
arrive at a reasonably decent academic standard for
Procedure for these committees. The notion wa th t jut
as a hearing for examply before the Academic Develo.m n
~ 0 1?llnittee fo~ a faculty m~mber, there should be c rt 1 ~
bue Process rights set up for students an their ~er
a efore this committee. That is one point we ask
our
d hoc committee to work on. The other was to try to

\
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arrive at a decision which would give--which would correspond to the jurisdiction basis that might be used upon
higher appeal. In other words, attempt to arrive at some
understanding with the President of the University about
what he thought would be reasonable jurisdiction grounds
for this committee so that it would not be the case of
possibility of the decision being reached on one ground
in the committee and then perhaps reversal on some
different ground, and decision arrived at in that way.
There were a number of problems raised in the faculty
meeting last time which seemed to me raised very interesting questions. They were questions I think would receive
exactly the same answer to either of the two policies
here, the ··one that would be present if this proposed
policy were not adopted, as well as if it were adopted.
One of the very significant problems is the matter of
professional ethics, or for graduate students in various
departments. What happens to a case where ;you have a
professional ethics, a pre-law student, medical student.
Should those cases be heard before this committee? It
seems, absent some othe·r place for appeal for a student
who suffered some penalty, they should. We have operated,
at least in the Law School, with a student honor court,
combination of this policy . At least there has been no
conflict for eight or ten years. It seems to me that is
a reasonable policy for the ?o)llc committee to c~n~ider
what should be the framework for those kind of decisions,
but it doesn't seem to me that is strictly within the kind
of problem that I think the policy committee is presenting
to you today which is can we add here the jurisdiction
ground on-campus, off:campus, plus the procedural pattern
to be followed for the committee. Try to set certain process rights for students whose cases are heard before the
committee. The other questions are all interesting, I
think. The Policy Committee should determine, at least,
to try to get them all down.
PRESIDENT POPEJOY: It is roper--You say the motion is
before the house on the basis of other action. Are there
any questions?
PROFESSOR VERNON:

I second.

PRESIDENT POPEJOY: Ready to go. All in favor indicate
The ayes have it.
by saying "Aye". All opposed?
3 , reconunen d a t·1.ons regardi"ng smoking regulations,
Pr Item
f
0 essor Swihart.
PR
th re was an Functions,
ad . OFESSOR SWIHART: Mr . Chairman, if I may'
e ld
Duties, and
ac~ltional attachment which I hope the fa~ulty ;o~he FacultyCompositior
in ton which could form a part of the By~taw~ ~ds Committee of student
erms of functions and duties of the~ an a
t
s standards
;~ich is merely taking out some of th~ imp~r~:n~ts:~u~~ce
conunittee
beom the Student Policy, but by adoption or i l.th t the
come part of the By-Laws and help us.
move
a
attachment of proposed functions and duties statement be
attache d to the By-Laws.
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PROFESSOR HUBER:

Second.

PROFESSOR BOCK: If this is to come over graduate student
should there be some provision for including the gr duate
student on the Student Standards Commit tee?
PRESIDENT POPEJOY: The problem really hasn't aris n
and I don ' t know what kind of - whether graduate student
really appear before the committee.
DEA~ SMITH: I believe, my recollection of some year
of the committee, no graduate student has ever come befor
it .
PRESIDENT POPEJOY: I think that is the kind of pr b m
that you might think about--what happens when on from
graduate school, law school, medical school- Any other comments?
Opposed? Carried.

All in favor indic te b

Third item, recommendation regarding smoking r
--Professor Swihart.

•
•

"a e".
ulation

Smoking
Regulat'ons

PROFESSOR SWIHART: Recently the Policy Committ
w
apprised that the American Cancer ociety had contacted
Pre~ident Popejoy concerning what should be Universi~ '
attitude toward the smoking and health dan r that m ht
be created . In this regard you will note in the att chment that the ruling that s~oking be prohibit din
general classrooms and may be permitted in exams, s mi~ rs
and labs at the discretion of the instructor. Th Pol cy
Committee worked with the problem as to whether or not
that general policy should be changed and even if it bould
not the fact that that was the general policy pu~li~hed
among the faculty so that they will know that this is the
rule, came as a practice out of the past, at least to.s m
of us . The Committee didn't limit itself to the American C n
Society . We also considered the problem of general clas room
demeanor, as well as well as destruction of property, tc.
I think all of these were relevant in the decision of
the Policy Committee which was unanimous that the thr e
recommendations indicated on the attachment be recomm nded
to the faculty . Our feeling was that the faculty-a opt d
rule should be broadened to include not only th g neral
~!assrooms but also the laboratories, the ?lassrooms
en used as examination rooms and the seminars.
I therefore move that the faculty adopt the rule that
:~•king be prohibited in the classrooms an labor t ri 9
all times.
SEVERAL SECO DS.

r
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PROFESSOR KOSCHMAN : Is it clear what a laboratory
is? Are we talking about teaching labs, or res arch
labs in which only one man is present? Would the ca r
include seminars--you may have said that.

-m

PROFESSOR SWIHART: There is a possibility of say·n
"This is a public meeting room as opposed to seminar • "
I would think when used as seminar room it would be prohibited and as a matter of fact the classrooms when use for
some other purposes that smoking be rohibited al o nth
gr.ound it didn ' t seem fair to the student for oth rs to
smoke in them and then the student come in with ashtray
filled with cigarettes and they couldn't smoke, so our
proposal was that it should stand in rooms used for clas rooms, seminars and labs throughout the day, regardless
of what they are used for .
II

'

I

MEMBER :

That includes the faculty meetings too?

DEAN SMITH: The intent is to be instructional labs
rather than a research lab in which a man wor s all
by himself .
PROFESSOR SWIHART:
amend to that eff'ect .

In order to clarify th·s I mov

PRESIDENT POPEJOY :

Is that necessary, Professor

PROFE SOR SWIHART :

I think it is .

PRE IDENT POPEJOY:

Sould you restate your moti n?

t
wih rt?

DEAN SMITH: I move to amend i tern 1 to insert the w r
teaching ahead or the word laboratory .
PRESIDENT POPEJOY :
PROFE SOR BAHM :,
PROFE SOR BLUM :
to reasons .

Is there a second?

Second the motion .
I would like a little discussion as

PRESIDE~T POPEJOY :
reason?

Does anybody care to undertake the

PROFESSOR SWIHART : I should be happy for Dean F·tz.to .
tuggest whether or not we can accept w th some respo~s bility
he recent reports of the Federal Government . That
~he~t ainly one reason and I think another reason, and I
lnk another reason that the matter was brought befor u
~swell we considered the problems of someone smok ng
in the ~ame classroom with someone who doesn't smoke and
~as bothered by that practice .
EAN FITZ:

I think the evidence is pretty good that

'
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smoking is quite harmful. I think it may lead to chronic
bronchiectasis, pulmonary emphysema and probably increases
the incidence. of carcinoma of the lung. I think it i
rather good evidence. I don't think it is unequivocal
and actually about making a proposed statement as general
as this is not in face of fact. There are quite a fe
people who like to smoke while they work and are will'ng
to accept the increase in the risk and I won er wheth r
really we ought to make quite this broad a blanket stat
ment in an institution when I don't really believe the
evidence will fully justify it.
DEAT ~RAVEL TEAD:

Are we speaking of the amendment?

PRESIDENT POPEJOY: There is an amendment before tho
house on the question of excluding, or placing the word
"teaching" in the first section before the word "labo atories 11 •
. ~re you ready to vote?
indicate by saying "aye".

All in favor of the amendment
No? The amendment is carr · d.

(>

PROFESSOR DOXTAT,ffi: Dr. Popejoy, is it fair to
um
that the faculty will report to the Student Standard
Committee any who violate the rule so that the Stu ent
Standards Committee may then take penal action of s m
sort? The faculty, in other words, will report, or wh t?
DEAN SMITH: I would like to make a comment which
I think bears on Professor Doxtater's question. The 'tudent Affairs Committee alerted by the Policy Committe
also discussed this matter and it was unanimously in favor
of these rules. The Student Affairs Committee is made
up half faculty members and half students. Some of the
st~dents were smoking students, some of them were smok'ng
while we talked about it
Their position is that th
students, -they feel wili accept these rules readily
enough, if the faculty indicate that they are meant, and
w~ wou~d prefer that they do not smoke. . The ~tudent .
~lewpoints were first of all that it is a dirty habit
in the classroo~ and even tho~e who smoke get tired of
entering classrooms littered with cigarette butts and
ashes, and secondly they know a great many students don't
~ oke and don 1 t like to sit in smoke po]lµted classroom·
li~era1 sentiments were in favor of the rules • . I would
8 .to support them for the same reason .
I think
b:oking is not consistent with academic process a~ its
st . I think that teaching and learning are seriou
iatters and they are better conducted when full attent on
c~ devoted to them . I hate to see a new buildin with
s ,arette burns on the floors. I hate to se them, b~tween
t~!fts of janitors . I found no difficulty in persuadin
t
all m. They come to us from high schools where they ar f n
owed to smoke in class. This is nothin new. Th~r or
ofessor Doxtater I don't think there ill be •any 1 su
'
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to bring to the Student Affairs Committee.
PRESIDENT POPEJOY: The point is , would an infraction on
the part of the student be referred to the Students Standards Commit tee.
PROFESSOR

DOXTATER:

PRESIDENT POPEJOY:
PROFESSOR SWIHART:
to the faculty.

•

Would a faculty member?
I think these rules apply to stunents.
I would hope that they also apply

Assuming the disci linary question arose, after
this request is made, and you pose one of several ava·1able methods to handle the problem. You might then want
to take it to the Student Standards Committee, but I
would think there are available methods to enforce that
without going to the Student Standards Committee.

II

•

PROFESSOR BLUM : It seems to me all of this is taken
care of by the old resulution, whether you are not supposed
to smoke in classrooms as we are opposed to here, you take
up with Student Council, is something that's already been
described in some way or another by the previous resolution.
I think the new resolution is pointless.
PROF SSOR SWIHART: It adds to the old resolution
which
cepted laboratories seminars, classrooms used as
examination rooms.
'
DEAN CRENSHAW: Do1/ this also provide for removal of
the vending machines?
HlESIDENT POPEJOY:

That's another motion.

DEAN TRAVELSTEAD· I would like to speak in favor of the
motion. Some of th; points I have, many of you know. I
have tried in a modest sort of way and objectionable sort of
way too. I have a ologized in writing to some of you
b~cause we have been in error in some cases, but the
five points I would say are quite relevant, whether new
or Old. One is from the esthetic standpoint, and there
are many people who are repulsed in coming to a room
Where pipe ashes cigarette ashes and cigarette butts
are all over and this has been said to me both by
students and 1 faculty. Second, consideration for t~e nonsmoker. Eighty percent maybe ninety percent are QOnsmokers, and they are u~ually the people who do not
Protest, but their rights should be protected. They.are
ieo~le who do not like to have people blowing smoke ~n
t~e1r faces. I think these people deserve some consideralon. I think damage to equipment and floors can be
e~tensive. In the beautiful new building we are now.
~ccupying we have found already, in talking about t~if
. atter, some needs along this line. We have found O es
in the carpet by someone who tossed a cigarette down and

\

•
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stamped it out on the carpet. Wp havP burnPd desks, whPre
people have left cigarpttes burning. This isn't very good
at a University where dollars are scarce. I have told
Mr. Popejoy and Mr.
about the furniture. We
don't have money to buy furniture. The cost maintenance
has increased. Other universities have figured out
custodial care of large university is increased by many
dollars if they have to do this each day. We do not have
janitors and custodians enough to keep the building in
proper order now. -The last item is the health f ctor.
I don 1 t propose to be an expert but for a group of educators to ignore the report certainly would justify the facts
in this motion.
PROFESSOR CREN HAW: Mr. President, in the univ rsity
we are dealing with youth, and the youth are a group who
have an additional risk by beginning to smoke early.
This is evidenced in the report and I would think it
well for us to attempt to decrease the risk by this educational manner of discouraging smoking.
PROFESSOR DICKEY: I can't help feeling, with Prof ssor
Blum, if we make some strong rule we would be free to smoke-I couldn 1 t with a straight face tell any graduate student,
•put that qut, child." They are not children, and I
certainly wouldn't like to enforce this in the English
Department seminars room~ I don't know how he feels about
the lounge. I have a feeling this should be permitted.
Certainly in the general classroom is not the place, as
f~r as health. This may even make it fashionable by expr ssi~g faculty disapproval of the habit, just when the
bright kids were stopping it •
. PROFESSOR MAY: We have had this rule in effect in the
C~vil Engineering Department for approximately three
Yea:s · It is actually stronger than the one fOU have ~ere.
!tis a flat prohibition of smoking anywhere in the building, halls corridors classrooms and labs, with the
exception ~f the stud~nt lounge which we have provided for
the men and they h ve decorated and furnished themselves.
My students, 65 or 70 percent, are married. They a~e.
adults . They are men who are of a rather strong opinions,
m~re.or less the rugged type. We have h~d ab~olutely no
difficulty in getting their cooperation in this matter:
We have put the rule before them. They have ~cc~pted it.
We have had no difficulty at all and I woul~ invite ~ou.
to come over and see how the corridors are in our building
compared to this building here.
PROFESSOR NORMAN• I would like to speak against the
mot·ion . I think Professor
·
Dickey and Pro f essor Blum
right . In my graduate seminars, where normal s~oking
he~ done, I think some are nervous and I think s~okin~
Wh ps them along. I don•t see how we can maintain this
aren You see this going on all the time and cigarettes
e up for public sale and I suppose we will· et to that

!:e
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when we get to the third point, but I think I will O'O
along with Professor Dickey that we are dealing with mature people and we shouldn't place a clamp on them. I
don't allow smoking in large classrooms but in small
seminar rooms I think you can certainly allow it to go on.
PROFESSOR SIMONS: I simply would like to say Pr f ssor
Dickey speaks for himself and not necessarily for some of
the rest of us who use it.
PROFE OR OLIVER: The way I heard it was if some n
didn't want to smoke in class you couldn't make him. I
think it has been a little bit disturbing in some of my
classes and maybe reiterating something in force, ·t m ht
be worthwhile to reiterate it. I would not want to b
the one to force people to stop or make rules on th t b
~ut I do feel, for the people who don't want it, I w uld
Just as soon not be in it.
PRE IDENT POPEJOY: The debate seems to hav
to an end . Are you ready to vote. The motion is n · .m 1
which is amendment which is attached--All in favor ·n ic t
by saying aye. Opposed? The ayes have it.
PROFESSOR SWIHART: The second point on the a end w
on the supposition that the first point would pa , ho
~o go about enforcing the regulation. The Policy Commttt
is not going around to the classrooms with a club to dro
on someone's fingers, obviously. I think th t just
our tudents are mature people, so are we.
have
heard, at least the voice of the majority and we und r t nd
hat the faculty rule is therefore my assumption is th t
we provide signs in the ~lassrooms, of some permanence
to be maintained, unless we forget about it or we fee
.
through lapse of time they don't need it, to get- he Pol c
Committee felt the use of signs to keep the quest on bef r
us, Plus memo to be sent perhaps over the name of the
COlllnJittee to all faculty'members as reminders of th ru
would be a reasonable solution of how to keep thi rul
be~ore us on a constant basis and unless there are
ObJections to that mode of proceeding we, at le~st rocomend that that be done .
I don't believe there s any n e el
~~r.tany kind of motion on that unless there is one aver
l

P:i

•

P~OFE SOR NORTHROP: Did you omit laboratori s. y u
J~st in- classrooms . Is it going to c st too much t
signs in all laboratories too?

h rev r
th PROFE SOR SWIHART: Assumedly, the signs would
n
ey might be needed
I have since ha s me fe 1
are not too useful
I assume administration mi ht m ke
ome
k
·
•
h th0 r th
cost ind of judgment concerning utility, we
so would justify the use , etc. Our feelin was th t
long as the faculty was aware this was th rul e th r
h OUld be no problem of violation, therefore
k'o would we make the faculty aware and try to k ep om
nd of reminder--at least periodically for them. The
0
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Policy Committee has also requested the faculty recommend
that cigarette vending machines be removed from all
University buildings. I move that that be done.
PRESIDENT POPEJOY:

I would like to suggest that item

2 be placed in the minutes as a statement by the pol· c

committee if that seems reasonable.
DEA.\J TRAVELSTEAD: Before we leave item two,
would
feel it would be appropriate if we would put the sign
up and see that they are respected. For this not to be
respected, I think would be worse. This teaches stu nt
lots of things by implication. If we are to have th
signs in these places, I think it should be enforc d. To
have a sign and then to allow smoking freely, is qu·t
obviously a poor educational practice.

PROFESSOR WE GERD: I have a question. There r
many meetings on the campus. In our Geology Departm
have many. Would this rule require someone
t up an
say, "Gentlemen and Ladies, no smoking dur·ng th·s m
Is that what it means?

r

DEAN TRAVELSTEAD: We have had to take this
tep with the Kiva . We have many groups that m t ·nth
Kiva and we have made the use of the Ki va cont in ent up n
this stipulation. We have had no group to object. Th
first group caused.the hole in the carpet, they jut br k
and smoke and have refreshments someplace else.

PROFESSOR BLUM: Since Dr. Kelly isn't here, do we h ve
any discretion at all in these professional meetin s?
Sometimes they are three-day meetings.

r

PROFESSOR SWIHART: Our feeling was we were tryi~g.
to deal in a situation in which the faculty member is in
control. As you well know we didn't include libraries
where enforcement problem ~ould be outside the bound of
the faculty member•s control. The kind of meeting you ar
talking about is --maybe that is an administrative problem. The sign should be "no smoking" but I am not s':11'
that is intended where the faculty members cannot be in
control of the situation.
that we will
. PROFESSOR BLUM• Doesn't this mean then, may
meet her
invite professors· we send a letter of "you
I
think
th's
Pro
'
. vi· d ed you do not
smoke at this campus· "
18 ridiculous.
PROFESSOR SMITH:

I think there is a reasonable way to

"
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handle this. Utah State University, it is forbidden to smoke
in the SUB even , and at conventions we usually went outside on the porch to have a smoke , but at the banquets
I noticed that they put out ashtrays for guests who were
not members of the lodge. I think reasonable discretion can be used in this sort of a situation. If you have
a professors meeting and want to put out ashtrays, then
the smoking light is lit. Also you keep the floor cle n.
PROFESSOR BLUM: If you invite a group here they will
smoke, unless you remind them continuously.
PRESIDENT POPEJOY: I believe the chair will make
this statement on the basis of this remark. The rule
adopted here has to do with the faculty and teaching and
laboratory situation and any rule concerning meetings on
the basis of off-campus groups, the administration will
establish the ~egulation. Does that seem reasonable?
MR. SWIHART:

That was our motion, Mr. Chairman.

II

PRESIDENT POPEJOY:
consideration.

We will give this matter serious

PROFESSOR NORMAN: Has the third part been--of the mot on ,
has it been seconded?
PROFESSOR VERNON: I would like to make this statement
since we are so concerned about the health that we at
l:ast be consistent and say the faculty recommended ~hat
cigarette machines be removed and cigarettes be forbid en
to be sold at the SUB building too.
<!:>l-&\J~fL
PROFESSOR Ml\€
etffl:B~:
I would like to amend-Professor
Swihart to amend to say cigars be forbidden too.

PROFE SOR SWIHART: Let me indicate why it was deci~ed.
We had thought that the students themselves might consider
t~e area wherever they might want--our notion was that they
OU.ght go the rest of the route and I think in areas
whe:e they have jurisdiction, the SUB is one, but if your
motion will be that we recommend it-c· PROFESSOR NORMAN: To whom are we recommending that
igarette machines be removed?
ti

MEMBER:

To whomever it might concern.

PRESIDENT POPEJOY:

Was there a second to your motion?

SEVERAL SECONDS.
th e PROFESSOR MacCURDY:

I would like to speak · against
t in the Student Union
Bu11amendment. Cigarettes are 32 cen s I woutl resent hav. ding and 35 cents anywhere else and
lng to pay more.
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PROFESSOR KOSCHMANN: If

ne who is a smoker, not just
a cigarette smoker, I
uld feel the amendment is in order
to be consistent. Too, actually, why should the University
subsidize the smok"ng. I think the whole
ing is a rather
quiet comment (o say we will, at east, not ncourage the
smoking. It is no strong regulation, or anything that
prevents anyone from walking across the street and buying
them but in a quiet way we are saying we w·11 no longer
encour ge it.
PROFESSOR OLIVER: I
uld lik
amendment that e include cigars.

to incl de in the

PRESIDE
POPEJO : May I say I am a stranger to the
vending operation. Do they have vending machines that sell
cigars?
•

PROFESSOR OLIVER:
Building.

They sell them at the Student U in

PRESIDENT POPEJOY: In other words, your suggestion i
that they requ · re them eo stop se ing cigars?
MEMBER· Did we have comment of Dean Fitz
health situat · non cigars?

s to th

PROFESSOR HUBER: I have one questi n, and n
Why is it that the facu ty only r c mme ds th re v
cigarette vending machine. Why don't e decide that cigarett
should not exist on the campus, or hould not exist. The
d
second point, if you are moving in his directio~, . r .
recommend that we consider the th · r pint, prob bitio
of the sale of tob cco on the University of New Mexico c
pus in any form and n any place, which inc udes conce sin
~tands and gyumasiums and tadium, the ame a i~ true f
into~icating b verages and I believe the New Mexi~o State Law
forbids this unless they amended it recently.
DEAN SMITH •

They did.

PROFESSOR SWIHART: The Policy Comm.ttee i ve
willing
to accept this kind of proposal that Professor Hu~er . 8 sugges~ed. We are a little timid. We are not sure tis in th:
acuity ' s prerogative to say tobacco cannot be sold. If it s
v1e are willing to be less timid and say that no tobacco ~ill
be Sold on the University campus• The Policy Committee is not
Prepared to go take out the vending machines. We thought
once the general notion of the faculty was understood by those
~o had control of the vending machines some action may be
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forthcoming. There was no intent to set up some kind of
narrow·drawn rule that was going to except this or th t.
We wanted to go on record that we reco ended the re val
0£ these cigarette vending machines o We were even g ing
to go further and reco end that all vending machines
be removed.
PROFESSOR VINS: I am only half serious. I don ' t
intend to make this motion. In support of what Professor
Swihart has said I would like to suggest, in my experience
some of the messiest places co e from the paper cups
d
spilled over Coca Col, or candy~ bar wrappers, and I think
a survey on campus might reveal something interesting
ut
this. Why don ' t we go who le hog?
PRESIDENT POP JOY: The faculty constituti n
k
provisions for faculty responsibility. Would you like
that section of the constitution read or do we have it
There is ne grand£ ther clause that give the f cu ty
mendous power, if we interpret it the right way.

ce ta
t hav
here?
tr -

The University Faculty shall hav
the right of review and final action in regard t th f llo ing:
(1) formulation of institutional aims; (2) creation of new
colleges, schools, and departments and divisions; ( 3)
jor
curricular changes and other matters which in the opini n f
7he President of the University or his delegate affect the
l.llstitution as a whole · (4) requirements for dmissi n and gra·
duation and for honors'and scholastic performance in general;
(5) approval of candidates for degrees; (6) regulation
ffecting student life and activities; ( 7) policies f PP
tm nt,
dismissal, and promotion in academic ran ; and (8) gener 1
faculty
lfare. Provided, however, that actions taken by
the University Faculty shall be subject to the authority of
the Regents in matters involving finance, personnel, and
general University policy o
'l'W~:Sf:teE~eH'fi\'felE\,-:

PROFESSOR REEVE: I think we are descending fro . he sublime to the ridiculous
if we stop the vending machine • ~
make a profit off the students by selling that stuff. I think
we have too many issues all bound up together, esthetic,
Property damage--! suggest that we pass re olut on barring
anyone with a connnon cold from the classroom and I would intr •
duce another resolution to install a bar in the SUB.
tio t
dpt ite 3 i h
PRES ID NT POPEJOY: We have 8 The first
1
one and possibly two amendments. Do you have endment--wi
it on you/John?
You restate the first amendment?
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PROFESSOR SWIHART: To
to prohibit the sale -- at
vending machines be removed
and to prohibit the sale of

add to item three here and
the Faculty rec
nd th t cigarett
from all Universit building
,
cigarettes
·
g

PRESIDENT POPEJOY:
Are e ready to vote?

I believe ther

was

second to that.

PROFESSOR McRAE: Before we vote on the
nd nt it i
alway un ise to put in amendment that is so radical th t
it will antagonize pe ple. I am perfectly inf
f
t
h say , ut I am still going to v te again t t
d t
for that reason.
PROFESSOR DAUB:
part of the campus?

Is a fratemity

r

ori.

PRESIDENT POPEJOY: We don't normally co
pr perties for questions we have before uso
There is
regard to the
up f Faculty
trative Board
The tudents ,

c n idered

id r t

ne observati n which should b
de n
Union Building. That i ,
c
itte
d
emb rs and students erv s th Admini fr the operation of the Un on ilding.
I believe, are in a majority on that Board.

DEAN SM TH.

This is, however, a recommendation.

PRESIDENT POPEJOY: All in favor of item 3--I don't
think that amendment was seconded.
ere wa it back
here? Does the Faculty member suggesting the econd
ndment want t repeat it?
PROFESSOR OLIVER: I suggested cigar. Yous id
all forms of tobacco, but obody seconded ·t.
PRESIDENT POPEJOY: Are you ready to vote on the
original motion? Excuse me, the first
endment
11
fav r of the amendment? Opposed?
0

All in favor of the amendment, hold up your hand •
(Count, 350)
The amendment wa carried.
11 opp sed? (Count 33).
Are you ready now all in favor of the original motion
aye. Opp sed? The aye
has amended, indicate by saying
Ve it.
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PRESIDENT POPEJOY: Item 4 has to do with the recommendation of the Graduate Conmittee concerning honorary
degrees. Is there someone here to present it?

Honorary
Degree
Nominations

DEAN PARISH: I know that you will be sorry to hear .
that there probably will not be any further honorary
degree recommendations for this year after these.
I wasn't here at the last meeting. Professor Coke pinchbitted for me. I believe at that time the policy for this
year wa adequately explained. I would like to read to
you a statement that was made by me in November before
this Faculty and it may clarify our policy this year. At
that time I sent out to all of the Faculty a statement of
our honorary degree policy and if you wish that read
again today, I will be glad to do so. I stated, strong
emphasis has been given to those people who made special
contributions. '!he policy also includes the granting
of honorary degrees to people of national and international
stature. This y ar, more emphasis has been placed on
this latter group than in the past. The Honorary Degree
Connnittee was enlarged this year because of the activities.
Is there any desire to have me read the Honorary Degree
Policy? If not, I would like to take up first, the
two honorary degree recomnendations for honorary degrees
that are reco ended by the graduate committee to be
awarded in June. The first individual, John Fischer,
Editor in Chief of Harper's Magazine, for the Honorary
Degree of Doctor of Letters. I so move.
PROFESSOR VERNON:
PROFESSOR BOCK:
many have accepted?

Secondo
appropriate to ask how

Is it

(()o,'lkl-.Ak.

d

DEAN PARISH: Yes. Dr.
, of course, ha
accepted early. Associate Justice Douglas has accepted.
Ralph Bunche, Clark Kerr and Roy Harrod declined.
PRESIDENT POPEJOY: I think it should be clear that
the first named had speaking engagement on the ay.of
commencement exercises and the third one ~uld be in
England at that time.
Are you ready for the first, John Fischer? Al~ e?
in favor of the recommendation of the Gradua~e Committe
Opposed? Motion carried.

•

DEAN PARISH: I move Honorary Degree of Doctor~ of h
Science be recommended by the Regents for Dean Lul~ Kat ryn
Hassenplug, Dean of the School of Nursing, u.c.t.A •
DEAN CRENSHAW:

Seconded.

0
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PRESIDENT POPEJOY:

All in favor?

Carried.

DEAN PARISH: Next, the College of Fine Arts and
College of Fine Arts has n minated and the Graduate
Conmittee approved, and now reconmends to the Faculty
the Doctor of Fine Arts be granted to Rene d'Harnoncourt, Director, Museum of Modern Art, New York City.
PROFESSOR COKE:

Seconded.

PROFESSOR NORTHROP:
of count?

Has he relinquished his title

DEAN ADAMS: ':V the best of my knowledge he hasn't
used that in a number of years.
PRESIDENT POPEJOY• All in fav r of the recom:nend tion, indicate by saying "aye". Carried.
DEAN PARISH: The College of Fine Arts and Gr duate
Committee recommends that Doctorate of Fine Arts be aw rded
to Ernst Krenek.
DEAN ADAMS:

Seconded.

PRESIDENT POPEJOY:
"aye". Carried.
:

All in favor indicate by saying,

DEAN PARISH: I have been asked also to ask each of
you not t indicate any news about this until such t
as the honorees have been informed and we will pick up
the sheets afterwards.
PRESIDENT POPEJOY: The next item n the agend
Repo 7t of
a report of the Curricula Committee. Professor Ri bsomer:curr7cula
Committee
PROFESSOR RIEBSOMER: About three years ag the P licy
Connnittee recommended a change in the duties of the
~rricula Committee. It appears--it rather amu ed e
little--because somebody now feels that the curricula
Cotilllittee has lost its bite. Three years ago, . h d
too much 9ite. It took us the first year t decide
what they wanted us to d •

It was either not too

~l st t d

r we were not too bright, but most of the year we did
try to ascertain what we were supposed to do. The last
t
years we have adopted a procedure quite different.
Many of you well remember, as long as I can re~ember, th

committee had served as a means of stopping --~eletion of
unnece sary courses. It was quite successful in that
Process. The only thing that happened, however, under that,
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.•
people who had courses in the c talog, very carefully kept them
tucked away for trading, so instead of following this
procedure, the Curricula Committee has decided there is
a simpler way to keep unnecessary c urse out of a catalog and the method is very simple. Any course that has not
been given for the past four years, the connn ttee advises
the depart nt will plea e take it out. However if th
course is needed at a later time it may be reintroduced with
out fuss. The committee no longer concerns itself over
the minor changes or prerequisiteso These changes ar all
submitted to the chairman, the chairman for the last t
years has looked at the changes but no formal meetings of th
committee have taken place regarding the introduction of
any one or more courses.
The connn ttee has suggested, or asked department
o
remove courses and you might be interested to kno that
something in the order of 100 courses have been re ved.
Of course, during the years, I think more than 100 hav be n
reintroduced-~- not the same courses, but we hope the proc s,
at least, will change on the face of the cat log. Wh t
we are actually doing, now, we expect departments or college
to bring before the committee any changes in curriculum
which would normally come before the faculty for approval.
W! like to see those before they come to the Faculty but
since people have not been advised, this bas not been th
case. I have found myself embarrassed because thing brought
before tl'e Faculty, the committee had not yet heard of, but
1 think we can correct that, but our
in duty is so thing
like this: The committee is meeting in a systematical way.
The chairman of the departments, Deal of Colleges· We hope
to have one such meeting with each chairman every five or
six years. Preliminary to that meeting we ask the chai
or the dean to prepare the statements about their offerings,
or offerings of the respective departments. These statement
are usually prepared with the, not only the chairman who
takes part in them but also has the staff to work ith h ,
in which they reex:.mine the curricula with this kind of qu
tion in mind, "What changes are taking place in the last
few years in the University or State, or perhaps, ven
Nation. What changes have faken place which might have
11
some bearing on what we should be offering in our departm nt?
This is the kind of question, 'What is it we are atte ting
to do?" What we are really interested in is having people
reexamine . their offerings and then we are introducing another
question, and of course the question is, the thing
are a king the departments is giving no limitation of resources,
What would you like to'offer interestingly enough. The
idea is, what do we really n~ed for offering.

.2 ::...,
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This report comes in. to_the co ittee. One member i
designated to make a special study. We usually choose a
member closely related to the department and he frames a
question to direct to the chairman on the day when the
connnittee meets with the dean. Other members also look
over the offering, but one person carries the respon
bility for any one study. As the questions are present d,
the attitude has not been that of the pro ecuting att rney,
but rather the attitude has been-the relationship, so to y,
has been very bland, and something like nine or te d partments of the c llege, the questions are presented, t
chairman or dean answers the question and out f th · q
tion and answer session, sometimes lasting one or o t es
two hours .. 'lhen a single member of the conmitte writ
a
report or recommendation of what they think the col eg
should be doing that they are not now doing
In other
ay, you are d ing all right, go ahead and do wh t you r
doing. It depends on the situati n, but .in 11 ca es
have had a remarkable, satisfactory relationship.
b 1 ev
e have actually encouraged the people to make chan
hav
ich are u eful. I can ' t find out any dama e
done and I do believe, actually, we have don a ittl o d.
o

PROFESSOR SWIHART:
report.

I move that th F culty cc pt t

SEVERAL SECONDS.
PRESIDENT POPEJOY: All in favor? M::>tion carried•
'lllat concludes t he agenda as pr esented to you.
Adj ournment, 5:30 p.m.

Respectfully sub mi tted,

John N • Durrie
Se cretary of the Fa culty
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March 17, 1964
STUDENT STANDARDS POLICY
A. JURISDICTION AND MEMBERSHIP OF THE STUDENT STANDARDS COMMITTEE

Section 1 . Jurisdiction. The Student Standards Committee is a
hearing board for disciplinary matters concerning the student
cornmuni ty except disciplinary matters subject to the jurisdiction
of the Radio and Student Publications Boards. Cases may come before the Committee on the motion of any member of the University
cornmuni ty . Any student who feels that he has been unjustly disciplined by any other campus board or committee or by an official
of the University has the right to appeal to the Committee. If
the Cornmi ttee is evenly divided on a matter appealed to it, the
decision appealed from shall be deemed affirmed. In all other
cases, an even division shall be treated as a determination
that no action be taken.
The Committee may affirm or reverse disciplinary action already taken. In cases where the action has not yet been taken,
the Cornmi ttee may decide whether disciplinary action shoul~ be
taken, and if so, the extent of it. Decisions of the Comrnittee
may be appealed to the President of the University by any of the
parties involved. The Conunittee shall have appellate jurisdiction
for students wishing to appeal on-campus parking violation cases·

..

. .

m
(a) (i)
On-Campus: A student is subject ~o.d~sciplina:Y
/a~ures by the Committee for his on-campus acti vi ~ies only if
t 15 shown that the student has acted in a way which adversely .
f~f7cts the University's educational function or disrupts conununity
iving on campus. The campus shall include all University-connected sorority and fraternity houses.
(ii) Off-Campus: A student is not subject to disciplinary
~~asures by the Committee for off-campus activities ex<:=ept those
rectly related to the University's educational function, such.
as
.
.
, h ouse, and those which
a steal·ing examinations
from a professors
. 1
demonstrate the probability that the student constitutes a physica
anger to h'imself or others on campus.
. lined
(b) .tree Speech· In no case shall a student be d'iscip
b
.
Y the co ·
•
t · t t · nal rights includ
. mnu. ttee for exercising those cons i u io
.
no
st ded l.n the First Amendment . In exercising such rights'
.
thue ent shall claim without authorization, to speak 0 : act~ in
name of th
.'
.
t dent organiza ions.
As
e University or one of its s u
h ld
ex a member of a community of educated persons, a studen~ ~ ou
ercise reasonable self-discipline when speaking as a citizen.
(c) L · ·
h
to act in a particular
case th _ 1.m1. tation: In determining whet er 1 .
ther official
non..un. e C<;>mmi ttee shall consider wheth7r P~ ice ~~ ~e taken
again lVers1.ty action has been taken or is l~kely.
tion is
like! st the student' and whether such. n~n-uni vers1. ty ac the student
in thy to be effective in deterring similar conduct d brh t the
Univ e ~uture. In all cases, it shall be understoo
a
ersity's function is educational and not penal.
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section 2. Membership. (a) The Student Standards Committee
shall consist of eight regular members--four from the Voting
Faculty and four from the student body--and four alternate members, two from the Voting Faculty and two from the student body.
The alternates shall sit when regular members are unable to
attend, disqualify themselves, or resign from the Committee. At
least one regular member from the Voting Faculty and one from
the student body shall be women.
(b) Regular Committee members from the Voting Faculty shall
be appointed by the Policy Committee for two-year terms, with
the terms being staggered so that two members are appointed
every year. Alternate members shall be appointed for one-year
terms.
(c) Committee members from the student body shall be appointed by the President of the Associated Students for two-year terms,
with the terms being staggered so that two members are appointed
every year. No regular member from the student body shall be
appointed unless he has achieved junior status by having earned
at least 60 credit hours.
(d) Present members of the Committee shall serve until their
te~s expire. In making the original appointments under th~s
policy, the Policy Committee and the President of the Associated
Students shall specify the appointees who are to serve two years
and those who are to serve one year. No Committee member shall
serve more than two consecutive two-year terms.

(e) .one of the faculty appointees shall be des~gnated tempor~ry chairman by the Policy committee, to serve until the committee meets to elect its own chairman from among the stude~t
members. The chairman shall be a voting member of the committee,
but shall cast only one vote.

B.

RULES GOVERNING PROCEEDINGS BEFORE THE STUDENT STANDARDS
COMMITTEE

Section 1.

Statement of

Charges--Answer--Hearing Date .

·
(a) Proceedings before the committee shall be co~~nced
either by (i) a written communication from the complaining
~~~ty to the student charged and to the Chairman of the Com~ t
or (ii) the filing of a notice of appeal by the stul ~n
f olltlee,
o
· · 1 comp ain.
Wed by a written communication from the origina
ing ~arty· The communication shall state with reasonable
P
articul .
.
d the copy sent to the
st d
ar1 ty the charges being made, an
.
.
d
c u ent shall contain a statement of the functions' duties an
ornposition of the Committee and a copy of these rules.
in
(b) Within one week of receipt of the statement of charges
cases
. .
.
·
h
tudent (Sl(a) (i)
above) , of original complaint agains~ t e s
which shall be
sent t the student shall submit a writte~ answe~ the committee,
O the complaining party and the Chairman. 0
'l'he
in
bef answer shall state whether the student desires.a hear g
ore the Conunittee, and in the student's discretion, may
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detail the defense the student plans to present. In the discretion of the Chairman, the one-week period for answer may be
extended.
(c) Upon receipt of the statement of charges and the answer
in cases where one is called for, the Chairman of the Committee ,
after consulting the parties, shall set a time and place for
the hearing. In setting such time, the Chairman shall take into
account the parties' need for sufficient time to prepare their
presentations.
Section 2 . Student's Failure to Answer. If the student fails to
answer the statement of charges or if he indicates that he desires no hearing, the Committee, at its option, may consider
whether the complaining party's statement of charges constitutes
adequate grounds for disciplinary action. If the Committee finQs
that the stated charges do constitute grounds for disciplinary
action, it shall determine the extent of such action. In its
discretion, the Committee may investigate the truth of the charges
and request that the complaining party present proof thereof·
The Committee shall forward its decision, with reasons stated,
to the complaining party, to the student charged, and to the
Dean of Men or Dean of Women, as the case may be.
Section 3. Failure to File Specific Staternents.of.Ch~rges. Wh7n
a student appeals to the Committee concerning disciplina:Y action
taken against him, the original complaining party m~st file the
statement of charges contemplated by Section 1 within ten ~ays
Of receipt of notice of the appeal or the disciplinary action
appealed from shall be deemed reversed. The ten-day per~od
.
can be extended for a reasonable period of time in the discretion
of the Chairman.
Section 4. Proceedings Before Committee. If the student files
an an swer as contemplated
· g proin Section 1, the f o 11 owin
cedures shall be followed:
r
(a) Unless both the complaining party and the st~dent
bequest a public hearing, the hearing before the Committee shall
e Private.

th
0

0

(b) If any facts are in dispute, testimony of witnesses and
er evidence shall be received.

t· (c) The student and the complaining party s~all h~;eb~~~-

p lon of being represented by counsel or an adviser,

(d) The hearing normally shall proceed as follows:
of the statement
(i) Presentation of evidence in support
of charges;
(ii) The student's evidence in answer;
(iii) The rebuttal evidence;
(iv) The student's rebuttal evidence;
(v} Closing arguments.
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(e) The student and the complaining party, their representatives, and Cammi ttee members shall have the right, within reasonable limits, to question all witnesses who testify orally.

(f) The Committee, if it deems it desirable, may proceed
independently to secure the presentation of evidence at the hearing.
(g) A verbatim record of the proceeding shall be kept, the
cost of such record being borne by the University. In the usual
case, the record shall consist of a tape recording of the proceeding. Such recording shall be retained by the Committee until
the time for appeal to the President shall have passed. Unless
both parties agree to its necessity, no typed record shall be made.
The University shall bear the cost if a typed record is made.
(h) The student shall have the aid of the University administration and the Committee, when needed, in securing the attendance
of witnesses and in obtaining information necessary to answer the
charges made against him.
(i) Except as provided in this paragraph, the parties shall
have the opportunity to be confronted at the hearing by all
witnesses.
When it is impossible for either party to secure the attend~nce of a witness at the hearing, the statement which is to be
introduced at the hearing shall be reduced to writing and signed
b~ the witness, and shall be disclosed to the other parw suffic~ently in advance to permit such other party to int~rrogate the
witness prior to the hearing. If the other party fails to interrogate the witness within a reasonable time or if he does in~errogate the witness and the reply is reduced to writing and signed
~~ the Witness, the original statement ~ogether with the replies,
any, shall be admissible in the hearing.

(j) The Committee shall not be required to follow formal
court Procedures or judicial rules of evidence·
Section 5 ·

Consideration of Matter by Committee·

(a) After hearing the evidence, the Committee may request
or accept written arguments from the parties.
(b)
session.

The Committee shall reach its conclusions in executive

aa (c) If the Committee finds that the student's conduct has
di~:rsely affected the University's educational functio~, t~as
Probup~ed community living on campus, or has cemonstrate
~o
hims:tllity that the student constitutes a physi~a~ da:~=~
dis . f or others on campus it shall, in determining
.
or ~~~linary action should be taken, consider w~ether 1; 0
to b er Official off-campus action has been ta enor
e taken against the student, and whether such off-campus

~~~=ly

(
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action is likely to be effective in deterring similar conduct
the student in the future. If final off-campus action has
not been taken by the time the Committee considers the case,
the Committee may, in its discretion, delay its decision until
the off-campus action has been taken.

by

(d) The Committee shall notify the complaining party and
the student of its decision. If either of them so requests or
if an appeal is taken, the Committee shall prepare an opinion
containing specific findings of fact supporting its conclusions
on each of the stated charges. These findings shall be sent to
both parties. The committee's decision shall be communicated to
the Dean of Men or the Dean of Women, as the case may be, so
that appropriate administrative action can be taken to implement
the Committee's decision.
Section 6. Review by President. If a request is made by either
par~y.within ten days of receipt of notification of the Committee's
decision, the President shall review the matter. His review
s~~ll be based on (i) the record made before the committee~
(ii) the Committee's written opinion; and (iii) oral or w71tten
arguments made to him by the parties or their representatives.
After consulting the parties the President may arrange for a
h
.
.
'
earing
w1 th all parties present.

If the President concludes that additional evidence should
be taken, he shall remand the matter to the Committee ~or
further proceedings. If he concludes that the record 16 comP~ete, he may affirm, reverse or modify the Committ~e's de~ermi~a~ion. The President's decision shall be communicat~d.in
writing to the Chairman of the Committee, to the complaini~g
Party and to the student within thirty days of the.case being
appealed to him. If for any reason the President is unable to
Participate in the appellate process, the appea~ shall be heard
and the decision made by the Academic Vice President·
Section 7 • Records The Chairman of the Committee' or his
appointe
h 1
.
of committee actions' su~h record
to b f. e' s a 1 keep a record academ1· c year in the off ice of the
e iled at the end of each
0
ean of Men.
Secti
· ttee I s discretion,
the Porn 8. Parking Violatioi:is. In the Cbommif !lowed in cases
·
ocedures outlined herein need not e 0
involving parking violations on campus·

-

-
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
February 14, 1964
To:
From:
Re:

Policy Committee
Dale Swihart
Proposed Functions and Duties Statement

Functions, Duties, and Composition of the Student Standards
Committee
. _The Student Standards Committee is a hearing board for
disciplinary matters concerning the student community except disciplinary matters subject to the jurisdiction of
the Radio and Student Publications Boards. cases may come
be~ore the Committee on the motion of any member of the
University community. Any student who feels that he has
b~en unjustly disciplined by any other campus board or committee or by an official of the University has the right to
appeal to the Committee. The Committee may affirm or rever~e disciplinary action already taken. In cases where
action has not yet been taken, the Committee may decide
whether disciplinary action should be taken, and if so,
the extent of it.
Decisions of the Committee may be appeal7d to the President of the University by any of the parties
~n~olved.
(A complete statement of the jurisdiction, member~ip, and rules of procedure of the Student Standards Com~~ttee h~s been adopted by the General Faculty. A copy of
e detailed policy may be secured from the Secretary of
the University.)
(Four faculty members, including a temporary chai~man and also two alternates, nominated by the Policy
Committee (at least one regular member shall be_a
woman); regular committee members shall be appointed
for two-year terms, with the terms being staggered
so that two members are appointed every year; alternate members shall be appointed for one-year terms.
No committee member shall serve more than two cons~cutive two-year terms. Also four student members,
with two student alternates (at least one of t~e
regular student members shall be a woman) appointed
by the President of the Associated Students.
{See.
the Student Standards Policy for complete information
on the selection of student members.) The permanent
chairman of the committee shall be one of ~he four
r~gular student members; the permanent chairman
will be a voting member, but shall cast only one
vote.)

SMOKING REGULATIONS

Regulations approved by Faculty in 1949:
"That smoking be prohibited in general classrooms
and may be permitted in exams, seminars , and
labs at the discretion of the instructor."
Recommendations of the Policy Committee (March 11 , 1964):
1. That the 1949 Faculty action regarding smoking
be replaced by a regulae:~£A,~t smoking be prohibited in classrooms ana7Ta15'oratories at all times;
2. That the Chairman, when presenting the issue to
the Faculty, suggest as means of keeping this
regulation before the Faculty that the Administration
place suitable signs of some permanence in classrooms and that the Policy committee would ask the
Secretary of the University to send a memorandum
to each faculty member at the beginning of each
year indicating the regulation;
3. That the Faculty recommend that cigarette
vending machines be removed from all University
buildings and sale of cigarettes be prohibited
also in the New Mexico Union.

